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ArtistScope Portable Media Packager is a small tool that assists you in protecting your multimedia files against unwanted access or tampering. It allows you to add them to secure archives, which are password- and token-protected. This portable... Video and Audio Compressor Video and Audio Compressor is a small video editing suite, focused on
compressing videos without losing quality. It includes a video converter, decoder, encoder, muxer, and dumper, making it possible to rip and burn video onto DVD, or covert various video formats to a compatible file type. It also allows you to create a self-extracting archive by packing a file into an archive. The program also includes a media
playlist creator. This is designed to combine multiple videos and burn the result to disc. Media converter Media converter is a program that supports common video and audio formats. It allows you to convert between numerous audio formats and video codecs. The conversion system is optimized for speed, and supports both command-line
operation and automatic conversion. ... Video and Audio Converter Video and Audio Converter converts various media formats from one to another. It supports both command line operation and an automatic conversion system. The automatic conversion uses built-in library for common media formats, and is based on metaflac, libavcodec, and
libavformat for audio and video. Both command line and automatic conversion supports various video and audio formats, including WMV, MPEG-4, and Quicktime. Advanced MPEG Video Decoder Advanced MPEG Video Decoder is a small but capable MPEG video decoder, which can be used to play MPEG-1 video files on Windows and Linux systems.
It can decode standard MPEG-1/2/2.5, MPEG-4 Visual, MPEG-4 SLS, RealVideo, and MJPEG video files with very high quality. The program can be easily integrated into Windows applications, can run through the Windows system tray icon, and can be controlled through a user interface. Harmony Media converter Harmony Media converter is a fast
multimedia converter that can convert between video and audio formats, as well as between video, audio and image formats. The program is easy to use, with a clean interface and straightforward functions. It offers a number of powerful features, such as multiple formats, automation, download, and online and offline conversion. Media Converter
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Avoiding unwanted sharing or exploitation of audio, video or other multimedia files can be a challenging endeavor. Thankfully, ArtistScope Media Packager can help you achieve this in a convenient manner by providing you with various useful tools. Note that this application requires ArtistScope Portable Media Reader to open the generated
packages. Easy to install application that comes with a minimalistic interface and straightforward functions This program can be easily installed on your computer and its functions accessed in a convenient manner, thus providing you with high overall accessibility. It comes with a simplistic user interface that organizes its features in a neat
manner. Since its controls are rather intuitive, you might not encounter any difficulties while operating it. However, if you do, it is possible to access a local user manual that can help you fix the issue. Protect multimedia files from extraction by including them in secure archives ArtistScope Portable Media Packager allows you to secure various files
against unwanted access or tampering by adding them to password- or token-protected archives. Creating the archives can be achieved in an easy manner, as you only need to specify the source, destination and the protection method. After generating the packages, you can only view your content by relying on ArtistScope Portable Media Reader,
as they are protected against extraction. However, if you decide to toggle the token protection on, you cannot access them unless you rely on ArtistScope Web Browser. Set an expiry date for enhanced protection While defining the required parameters to create the package, you can also set an expiry date for the files, making it impossible to
access them after that period. To wrap it up, ArtistScope Portable Media Packager is a reliable tool that allows you to protect multimedia files on your computer against unwanted sharing or tampering. It comes with a handy help manual, a plain user interface and various protection features. ArtistScope Portable Media Packager Comments: 23.0
Review: 73 Votes: 0 Rating: 0 2 1 0 0 0 1 Product Rating: Write Review User Name: * Password: * CAPTCHA This question is for testing whether you are a human visitor and to prevent automated spam submissions. Shopping Cart 0 items Your cart is empty. All In One Media & Web Site Creation Tools Software writers have numerous of options when
it comes b7e8fdf5c8
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ArtistScope Portable Media Packager is a versatile application that allows you to create various package formats that will protect your multimedia files against unwanted sharing. It also enables you to protect them against unauthorized tampering. You can add various tags to your files so that when they are subsequently accessed, they can be
further organized according to these tags. This makes it easier to manage all the media files that you have. To add tags, you need to use the application's tags tab. The application can be used to create several different types of packages. You can add these packages to image, video and music formats. These packages have the following purpose:
• Create and save image files in.PNG,.JPEG and.GIF format. • Encode the media files with the H.264 and AAC codecs. • Create video files with the H.264 and AAC codecs. • Encrypt and encrypt files using the Java Cryptography API. • Create MP3 music files with different compression ratios, bit rates, and sample rates. • Create M3U playlists with the
supported playlists and the playlists will be compressed with RAR, GZIP or ZIP. • Compress various file types. You can select ZIP, RAR, GZIP, 7-Zip and BZIP2 compression. You can also choose the desired compression ratio and a password to use. • Write and save PDF files in which the files are compressed. • Create and save text files. • Create,
compress and save files with any of the supported compression methods, that are ZIP, GZIP, RAR, BZIP2, 7-Zip and BZIP2. The compression is 100 percent automatic. • Add watermarks to any kind of file that you save. • You can protect the added media files by adding tags or passwords. You can use the built-in Java Cryptography to secure the
media files. • You can also create catalogues. These files can be attached to the files that you add tags or passwords to. You can create catalogues in XML and text formats. • Compress the catalogues that you create. The catalogues are stored on the hard drive, the Internet or in a removable flash drive. • You can share the catalogues in various
ways. You can send them via e-mail, upload to the Web, save them as a PDF file, or upload them to Flickr and YouTube.

What's New In?
ArtistScope Portable Media Packager is a professional tool that allows you to protect media files from unwanted sharing or tampering. It can generate password- or token-protected archives and set an expiration date for the files, making them inaccessible after that period. When the package is generated, the files can only be accessed by
ArtistScope Portable Media Reader, as they are not extractable. However, you can toggle the token protection on and get access to the files. This application can be easily installed on your computer and the various features accessed in a convenient manner, thus providing you with a high overall accessibility. When the application is launched, you
can access a local help manual, as it is well organized and contains detailed instructions on its usage. Pros: Provides password-protected or token-protected archives that protect multimedia files from extraction Cons: Cannot be extracted on certain computers I'm a graphic designer by day and also write professionally. I am a technical and creative
genius, a passionate lover of music and technology, and a fan of wine, beer and sports. That being said, I spend most of my time working with my students. Music is my life. Soccer is my passion, and I wear my heart on my sleeve. This small but effective plugin enables Video Link Plugin to bookmark any vid or short url you click. The program also
includes a complete mini interface for setting up and maintaining bookmarks. It is compatible with all pages supported by Video Link Plugin, including Youtube, Dailymotion, Metacafe and Vimeo. The one you want. The most powerful and easy to use free software for video-hosting, video hosting solution and video encoder on the web. If you want
to upload videos to youtube but don't know how, this video-hosting software from Qygenerator will help you to upload your videos to videosite, for sharing and gain popularity fast. YouTube to VideoSite Pro is an online service which converts your YouTube videos to a downloadable video file for easy sharing on VideoSite. The program from
Qygenerator with the VideoSite Pro extension, allows you to upload your videos to Youtube in just a few clicks. With this free download, you can upload videos to other websites like Digg, Metacafe, Dailymotion, Metacafe or directly to your VideoSite and to make sure that your videos reach the eyes of your audience faster, you can improve your
video quality, reduce your file size
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 CPU: Intel Dual Core 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon Dual Core 1.6 GHz Memory: 1 GB Graphics: 256 MB recommended Storage: 2 GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c Input: Keyboard and Mouse Output: Monitor with 1280x720 resolution or better Network: Broadband internet connection
Recommended: CPU: Intel
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